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Slicing a copper bar into thin strips allows it
to become flexible. Wrapping the strips with
an insulating material keeps it all together.
While flexible busbars have been available
for some time their use is still expanding as
the potential cost savings become more
apparent. Anything that can reduce labour
inputs into a switchboard assembly can
potentially reduce costs.
The flexible busbar fits between a cable and
solid bars. It has a mixture of the advantages
of both conductor styles. The application of
flexible busbars still causes a lot of
confusion as most data available only relates
to cables or solid bars. This article is
intended to improve the general
understanding of flexible busbars.
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1. Rating
For most electrical equipment it is the
temperature rise caused by the passage of
current that determines the current rating.
For cables and the flexible busbar the
allowable temperature of the insulating
sheath provides the limit. For a solid busbar
it is the long term annealing temperature that
has been used to set the limit. The long term
annealing temperature is taken to be 105 ˚C
and therefore bare bars have much the same
temperature limit as a bar insulated with
PVC. In switchboards it is important to
maintain the rigidity of the bars so they
can withstand the forces during a possible
short circuit.
While the temperature limit may be much
the same for the three types of conductors
other factors must be considered.
The effective cooling of the conductor
surface is influenced by the available cooling
area. For a round cable configuration the
surface area is at a minimum and this gives
the poorest cooling effect. As the surface
area of a cable increases in proportion to the
diameter and the cross sectional area
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The emissitivity of isolated flexible busbars is
high than bare copper. Higher current ratings
are possible.
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increases in proportion to the
square of the diameter, the larger
the cable the poorer the cooling.
With busbars, if the width is say
doubled then the current rating is
doubled. Therefore flat bars can
carry the same current as a cable
with less copper. This can be in
the order of a 25% copper
reduction.
The emissivity or the ability of
the surface of the conductor to
radiate heat also comes into play.
The surface of bright copper is
not as efficient as the surface of
the PVC used on flexible busbars
in radiating heat. The flexible
busbars can have a small rating
advantage over the bare bar
because of this.

2. Current derating
As the main factor that
determines the current rating of
electrical equipment is the
maximum allowable temperature,
any external factors that will
increase the operating
temperature must be
compensated for. For cables the
standard AS/NZS3008.1
provides extensive tables for
cable ratings when applied in
different installations. These

tables have been derived from tests
and calculation. In the case of
busbars the information is
presented in a different manner but
the aim is the same. That is to
limit the maximum temperatures.
Given that the temperature of the
flexible busbar is limited to 105 ˚C
then the current it can carry will
depend on the maximum cabinet
temperature it is required to work
in. If the maximum temperature of
the cabinet is say 55 ˚C then the
temperature rise of the bar due to
the passage of current is limited to
50 ˚C. Using this temperature rise
a suitable bar size can be selected
to suit the required current.
Unfortunately this approach
requires a calculation of the
cabinet temperature. Australian
standard AS4388 provides a guide
on how to perform this calculation
or the NHP Temperformance
programme can be used. This
programme is based on AS4388.
A method of temperature-rise
assessment by extrapolation for
partially type-tested assemblies
(PTTA) of low-voltage switchgear
and control gear. A typical
switchboard will have an internal
temperature rise of 20 ˚C and
when this is added to a maximum

room ambient of 35 ˚C the
busbars need to be rated to
operate in 55 ˚C.

3. Connection to
switchgear
As electrical switchgear is rated
on the basis of ‘standard test
conductors’ care must be taken
when selecting conductors that
will connect directly to the
device terminals. Overheating of
the device may result if the
connecting copper work is not of
adequate size. To allow for this,
reduce the temperature rise of
the busbar by 20˚C. If the cabinet

Conductors connecting directly to
switchgear should have a lower
temperature rise

temperature is 75 ˚C then the
permissible temperature rise of
the bar becomes 30 ˚C and not
50˚C as in the above example.

4. Short circuit
strength

Total cabinet temperature determines the available temperature rises
conductors.
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Short circuit current levels will
cause displacement of flexible
busbars in much the same way as
cables. The insulation prevents
any dielectric problems but if the
short circuit is of comparatively
long duration then the flexing
may damage the conductors or
loosen the joints. Supports
should be provided to restrain the
movement.
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5.

Special supports are available for
flexible busbars

Short circuit thermal
withstand
During a short circuit the
conductors are heated rapidly.
It is usually the insulation
materials that set a limit to how
high the temperature will go
without damage. A typical limit is
170 ˚C. This can cause significant
softening of the insulation but as
it is only for a very brief period it
does not cause long term damage.
For heavy current busbar systems
the rigidity of the bars is
important to the ability to
withstand the mechanical forces.
Temperatures must be kept below
a level that may cause annealing
of the copper and again 170 ˚C
is a typical figure for a short
term peak.

Moulded case circuit breakers reduce both the peak current and duration of
a short circuit

6. Short circuit
protection
Relays for short circuit protection
are usually time graded so that
only the device near the fault trips.
It is common for trip times on the
main busbar systems to reach one
second. This means the main
conductors must withstand both
the thermal and mechanical forces
created by the fault current for a
comparatively long time. While the
flexible busbar is basically

equivalent to the solid bar in
respect to thermal performance it
does not have the rigidity and is
best suited to applications where
the protective device will limit the
peak currents and fault duration
to low levels. This includes all
applications below a moulded
case circuit breaker or fuse and
any tee off’s from the main bars
to these devices.

7. Insulation
strength
The insulation on most flexible
busbars is intended for use on low
voltage systems (below 1000 V)
within a protective enclosure.
The withstand voltage may be
quoted in the order of 20 kV but
it is not suitable for system
voltage as high as this. This does
not stop flexible busbars being
used at voltages above 1000 V

Copper and insulating materials can withstand short term peak
temperature.
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but the bar coating should not be
relied upon to meet the insulation
requirements of the system.

8. Bending
Flexible busbars flex easily in one
plane but not the other. It is easy
to overcome this problem by
folding the bar to change direction
but a neater installation will be
achieved if equipment is laid out
in a manner that keeps the bends
in one plane.

9. Conclusion
Flexible busbars can offer cost
reductions in switchboard
manufacture. They are quick to
terminate as no lug is required and
can take on awkward shapes by
simple hand bending. They best
suit the mid range of currents
(100 – 1500 A).
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